RD-NMR
• P from NMR spectra • Like ν=1/3 Laughlin state maximally polarized
• Change of ν over e-density  • K s5/2 =1.5K s5/3 is observed • Both states are fully polarized.
• Fit K s =  ν • |  ν (z)| 2 for each nucleus and integrate over all.
• P from the ratio      P 5/2 /P 5/3 = 1.04
• linear with B shows constant polarization • Independent of E z @ 4 T-7 T
• Fully polarized 5/2  Possible states are all nonabelian
Optical Measurements?
• Optical probing indicates an unpolarized 5/2 state.
• Depolarization at low magnetic fields due to Skyrmions?
• No indications here
• Probing of excitations above the ground state?
• Difference between edge and bulk?
• Here the bulk is probed.
Other FQH states
•  in comparison to the full polarization value • Linear increase for ν>2.2  fully polarized N=1 LL.
• Static magnetic field thus difference between N=1 and N=0 due to different CF interaction • N=0 strong repulsion at short distancescompressible Fermi sea of CFs partial P • N=1 weak repulsion  full P and CF pairing at 5/2
